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The application of a non-destructive method for characterization of electronic structure of an ultra-

thin SnO1<x<2 layer synthesized by spin coating on Si wafers was demonstrated. Utilizing angle

dependent XPS, we quantified stoichiometry changes inside the SnO1<x<2 layers of thickness com-

parable with the electron attenuation length. The O/Sn concentration varied from 1.25 near the

SnOx surface to 1.10 near the substrate/overlayer interface. Deviations from ideal stoichiometry are

caused by defects, and defect levels affect the band structure of the SnOx layers. By investigation

of the valence band region, followed by main core level position tracking, changes of electronic pa-

rameters like energy levels shift were identified. The results indicated a downward energy levels

shift by 0.45 eV in SnOx layers at the SiO2/SnOx interface. In combination with the detected

upward energy levels shift in the substrate’s electronic structure, these results suggest a negative

charge displacement across the SiO2 layer. As a consequence, there is a significant carrier concen-

tration gradient in the layer, from a nearly insulating oxide at the SnOx surface to a semiconducting

one at the bottom of the SnOx film. The results showed that the application of a simple and cost-

effective method allows tuning the materials’ properties towards the one-step fabrication of materi-

als with ambipolar doping. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4937003]

Stoichiometric SnO2 is an n-type semiconductor that

finds use in, e.g., optoelectronics, gas sensing, and photovol-

taics.1,2 The intrinsic band gap for SnO2 is 3.6 eV,3 which

makes the material almost insulating. The conductivity of the

transparent tin oxide is then caused by the deviation from stoi-

chiometry.3 SnO, on the other hand, is characterized by ambi-

polar doping.4,5 By combination of the two tin oxides, one has

the unique possibility to obtain p-n junctions in the same ma-

terial base,6 still conserving the main advantage of tin dioxide:

transparency in the visible range. Simultaneously, high carrier

concentration gradients become necessary as the dimensions

in modern devices drop below 10s of nanometers.7 This letter

describes the fabrication of a thin film p-n-junction on tin ox-

ide basis and the detailed characterization of its electronic

structure and chemical composition.

The surface properties have a crucial effect in techno-

logical applications. The surface is strongly dependent on

the subsurface region, which in turn is vulnerable to influen-

ces from the substrate/layer interface—especially in the case

of ultra-thin layers where the Debye screening length is of

the order of the layer thickness. Although SnO and SnO2

layers have been investigated,8–10 a simultaneous, nondes-

tructive analysis of the oxide layer structure and the sub-

strate/oxide interface is missing. Typical methods for direct

determination of depth-dependent composition and elec-

tronic properties are X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy, combined with ion

etching. Ion etching, however, destroys the sample surface

and may cause alterations in the internal structure.

Therefore, in this letter, we employ angle-dependent XPS

(ADXPS) as a nondestructive method for characterization of

chemical composition and electronic structure of ultrathin

layers.

Numerous film preparation techniques have been

employed for tin oxide films such as epitaxial growth,11

laser-induced chemical vapor deposition,12 rheotaxial growth

and thermal oxidation,13 rheotaxial growth and vacuum oxi-

dation,14 and atomic layer deposition.15 These methods

resulted in oxide layers with properties tuned to a desired

application. However, their disadvantage is the requirement

of advanced and expensive setups. The alternative is sol-gel

synthesis connected with spin-coat deposition, which offers

the possibility of good control of the deposition parameters

and low production costs. This method is also suitable for

the fabrication of materials with a significant carrier concen-

tration gradient.16

Substrates from Si(100) wafers (SiMat) (n-type,

P-doped, 5–10 X�cm) were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath by

sequentially soaking them in acetone, isopropanol, and de-

ionized water for 15 min per cycle. Then, the wafers were

blown with nitrogen and dried in a furnace at 110 �C for

30 min. Tin oxide sol (0.025M) was prepared by mixing tin

(IV) isopropoxide (VWR) with triethylamine (TEA; VWR)

in a molar ratio of 1:2, and subsequent dilution with isopro-

panol (VWR). Substrates were first rinsed with 0.007M TEA

in isopropanol and immediately dried with nitrogen. Spin-

coat deposition (Spin-coater P6700, Specialty Coating

Systems, Inc.) was conducted at 500 rpm for 2 s, 2000 rpm

for 8 s, and 6000 rpm for 20 s. After deposition, the samples

were dried in air for 10 min at 110 �C. Finally, samples were
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annealed in a tube furnace at 550 �C for 4 h in ambient

atmosphere.

ADXPS was carried out on a Physical Electronics PHI

Quantera II spectrometer equipped with an Al-Ka

(1486.74 eV) micro-focused source and a dual-beam charge

neutralizer. The pass energy was set to 140 eV for the survey

spectra (energy step of 0.4 eV and analyzer acceptance angle

of 64�) and 26 eV for individual core level spectra (energy

step of 0.025 eV). The XPS system base pressure was 2

� 10�8 Pa. All XPS spectra were recorded with varying take-

off angle (TOA, defined as an angle between analyzer axis

and normal to the sample plane) from 0� to 70�.
XPS data were analyzed by curve fitting using the

CASA XPS software.17 Each peak was represented by a sum

of Gaussian (70%) and Lorentzian (30%) lines. The second-

ary electron background was subtracted utilizing the Shirley

function. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the

same components was allowed to vary within a narrow

range. We used the lowest possible number of components

to obtain acceptably low residual values. The estimated

uncertainty for a particular component energy position was

0.04 eV. Quantitative analysis, including component ratio

determination, was done with the use of CASA XPS embed-

ded relative sensitivity factors (RSFs) and algorithms. The

binding energy (B.E.) scale was calibrated to Au 4f7/2

(84.0 eV).18 The SiO2 layer thickness was determined to be

2.0(2) nm by standard ADXPS procedures.19

The estimation of information depth was based on the

algorithm introduced by Opila and Eng, Jr.,20 which is also

utilized by major equipment manufacturers.21 The algorithm

is based on the assumption that the intensity I of the photo-

electron signal, as a function of information depth, d, can be

approximated as:20 I ¼ I0e�d=k cos h, where I0 is the intensity

at the bare surface, k is the electron escape depth, and h is

the TOA. The total thickness of the SnOx layer was deter-

mined as 3.8(2) nm basing on a procedure proposed by

Cumpson following the equation:22
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(1)

where t is the film thickness, If and Is are the measured peak

intensities from film and substrate, respectively, sf and ss are

their sensitivity factors, and kf and ks are the attenuation

lengths of photoelectrons within the overlayer that originated

in the overlayer and the substrate, respectively

The inelastic mean free path (IMFP) was estimated bas-

ing on analysis proposed by Werner,23 using the TPP-2M

(Tanuma-Powell-Penn24) algorithm embedded in NIST elec-

tron inelastic mean free path database.25 The estimated depth

uncertainties are mainly arising from the uncertainty of

IMFP calculations involved in the TPP-2M predictive for-

mula and were calculated by the uncertainty propagation

method.26 The uncertainties are a combination of two fac-

tors: (i) systematic errors which take into account possible

charging effects27,28 and (ii) random errors which can occur

during the experiment. The significantly bigger uncertainty

for the bigger information depths is attributed to so-called

angular broadening.29 In the present study, the information

depth of 0 nm corresponds to the study of the SiO2/SnOx

interface.

The depth estimation involved the following assump-

tions: (i) about 65% of the signal in electron spectroscopy

will emanate from a depth of less than electron attenuation

length ka (with this assumption ka¼ k),30 (ii) photoelectron

diffraction and scattering are negligible, (iii) the layer is con-

tinuous, (iv) the X-ray intensity is essentially unattenuated

throughout the analyzed volume, and (v) the ka is constant

within the examined layer.

The inset of Figure 1 presents the O 1s and Sn 3d B.E.

regions for TOA¼ 45�. The spin-orbit splitting is clearly

visible for the Sn 3d region. The two distinct components in

the O 1s region can be attributed to tin-bound oxygen (lower

B.E.) and silicon oxide (higher B.E.) from the substrate.31

Figure 1 presents the O/Sn ratio as a function of the informa-

tion depth. The presented O/Sn ratio does not include the ox-

ygen bound in interfacial SiO2. The O/Sn ratio is varying

from 1.10 to 1.25. Hence, the variation in IMFP based on

TPP-2M calculations can be neglected, as it is �3%.

The decrease of the O/Sn concentration for information

depth >3.5 nm can be attributed (i) to organic residues

within the first nm and (ii) to increasing deviations caused by

the more “grazing angle” of the measurement.

Since it is ambiguous to directly determine the tin oxida-

tion state only on the basis of the Sn 3d region (SnII and SnIV

binding energies are separated by less than 0.4 eV, Refs.

31–33), auxiliary tin oxidation state analysis was performed

by investigation of the Auger MNN transition.34 The Sn

MNN region is presented as an inset in Figure 2(a). The

chemical state of examined species is determined from the

energy difference between a representative XPS peak and a

suitable Auger peak. The Auger parameter a is defined as34,35

a ¼ EkðMNNÞ þ EBð3dÞ; (2)

where EK(MNN) is the kinetic energy of the Auger transition

MNN and EB(3d) is the binding energy of an electron in

FIG. 1. O/Sn concentration ratio as function of information depth. The inset

presents the O 1s and Sn 3d regions for TOA¼ 45�.
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atomic level Sn 3d5/2. A lower a indicates a lower electron

density at the Sn atom, i.e., a higher oxidation state.34

Figure 2(a) shows a as a function of information depth.

A change of the Sn oxidation state is clearly visible from the

plot. This change is small, but supports the change in oxida-

tion state obtained from analysis of the O/Sn ratio from XPS

data (see Figure 1). The oxidation of Sn is lower in the vicin-

ity of the substrate and higher at the layer’s surface. Peak

shape and position of the Sn MNN peak proved that the

obtained material is in between SnO and SnO2, but closer to

SnO.36,37 Furthermore, co-existence of different Sn oxidation

states is possible.34,38–40

The detailed analysis of the Sn 3d/4d, Si 2p (substrate,

non-oxidized silicon), and O 1s (independently for O-Sn and

O-Si components) core level chemical shifts [Figure 2(b)]

shows a clear shift of the Sn core levels toward higher bind-

ing energies with decreasing depth. A similar situation is

observed for the substrate’s Si 2p level; however, the slope is

different: when the Sn 3d changes rapidly, the Si 2p changes

are moderate. When probing the outmost part of the over-

layer, the recorded substrate signal originates from the Si/

SiO2 interface. Consequently, when the vicinity of SiO2/

SnOx is being probed, the majority of Si related signal origi-

nates from bulk substrate. The direction of the changes sug-

gests downward energy levels shift in the SnOx layer and an

upward energy levels shift in the Si substrate at the Si/SiO2

interface. However, the variation of binding energies com-

prises the chemical shift and the changes in local electro-

static potential.41–43 At a given depth, the binding energy

measured for core lines consists of potential shift of the same

magnitude. Hence, the direct comparison of O 1s, Sn 3d/4d,

and Si 2p core lines shows that the contribution of the chemi-

cal shift is at the level of �0.20 eV. The analysis leads also

to conclusion that the maximal (global) impact of the elec-

trostatic potential across the SnOx overlayer is at maximum

�0.4 eV. For the substrate, this contribution is significantly

lower as shown by a comparison of the O1s (Si) line with Si

2p core line.

Moreover, the energy distance between Sn and Si core

levels [inset in Figure 2(b)] shows that a chemical interac-

tion, i.e., a charge transfer, over the substrate/overlayer inter-

face is highly probable.44

More details emerge from the analysis of the valence

band (VB) region. Figure 2(c) presents the VB region to-

gether with the Sn 4d core level for TOA¼ 0�. The insets of

Figure 2(c) present the magnification of the VB region for

the highest and lowest TOA. The shift of the VB onset is

well visible. The VB onset was determined by the approxi-

mation of the slope of the valence band (VBMAX) peak. The

VB is the level originating from mixing of the O 2p and Sn

5s orbitals.45,46 The changes of VB onset (EV) and VBMAX

positions as a function of the information depth (Figure 2(d))

show that the shapes of the changes are not identical. While

the VBMAX shift follows the shift in the Sn3d/4d positions,

EV remains almost constant between 0.5 and 2.5 nm of infor-

mation depth. This deviation has its origin in the presence of

an additional component at the low binding energy side of

the VBMAX (small red component in inset of Figure 2(d) for

TOA¼ 0�). This component is strongly affecting the spec-

trum of the VB region, impacting both the position and the

shape of the VB components. The fact that the component is

well detectable only for TOA< 40� suggests that it is

substrate-related. The determined energy difference to the

component’s onset to the Fermi level (B.E.¼ 0) of 0.62 eV

suggests also a substrate origin. The broad peak shape caus-

ing the increase of the background in this region suggests

that this component is not originating from a simple bulk

component, however. The most probable cause for this fea-

ture are defect sites related to oxygen vacancies (VO) in the

vicinity of the substrate/overlayer interface. The shape of the

VBonset - VBMAX distance (and consequently EF–EV)

changes indicates that several factors of competing nature—

FIG. 2. (a) Auger a-parameter; inset:

example of Auger Sn MNN at

TOA¼ 45� with marked component

employed for a-parameter analysis; (b)

core level shift of Sn 3d, 4d, Si 2p

(non-oxidized silicon), and O 1s (inde-

pendently for O-Sn and O-Si contribu-

tions) core lines; inset: Sn 3d-Si 2p

core level difference; (c) example of

VB and Sn 4d region; insets: magnifi-

cation of VB region for two TOAs; (d)

binding energy for VB onset (VBonset)

and VB maximum (VBMAX) as a func-

tion of estimated information depth.

All curves in panels (a), (b), and (c)

were fitted with polynomials.
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some increasing, others decreasing the overall density of

states—are present near EV. While VO will act as deep

donors,46 Sn vacancy (VSn) in the subsurface region of the

SnOx layer will act as a shallow acceptor.47,48 VO and VSn

were also predicted in the theoretical studies on the co-

existence of conductivity and transparency in tin oxide

films.49 The different depth dependence of VBonset and

VBMAX, especially the plateau region starting above 1 nm in-

formation depth, indicates additional existence of “buried”

VSn in this region, altering the band structure. The overall

changes of the stoichiometry and the energy level position

should be reproduced correspondingly in the carrier concen-

tration distribution across the SnOx layer. Negative carrier

concentration was determined as50

nc ¼ Nc exp �EC � EF

kT

� �
(3)

where Nc is the effective density of states in the conduction

band, for SnO2 Nc ¼ 2ð2pm�e kT
h2 Þ

3
2; m�e is the states’ effective

mass of electrons (here, 0.30 in units of the free electron

mass m0, Ref. 51), k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the

absolute temperature, here 300 K. The energetic distance,

EF�Ec, is calculated as the difference between the band gap

and the value of EF�EV obtained from measurements of the

VB region. Knowledge of the band gap is crucial here.

Literature values range from Eg¼ 3.6 eV (Refs. 52 and 53)

for stoichiometric SnO2 through Eg¼ 3.0 (Ref. 54) for an in-

termediate form to Eg¼ 2.7 for stoichiometric SnO.11

Taking into account the calculated stoichiometry (Figure 1),

the closest to our layers is Eg¼ 2.93 eV for heavily defective

SnO layers, as calculated by Varley et al.46 Basing on the

results of Sanon et al., band gap narrowing can be neglected

for our results.55

Figure 3 shows a compilation of the determined elec-

tronic parameters into one band-like diagram. The figure

also presents the carrier concentration profile. The change in

carrier concentration from nearly insulating at the SnOx sur-

face, through an intrinsic-like plateau in the middle of the

layer to semiconducting at the bottom of the SnOx film, is

significant. The relatively low level of carrier concentration

is possibly related to the dominance of SnO, which often

behaves as a p-type semiconductor.11,46 However, it might

be expected that the exact value of carrier concentration was

influenced by the experiment conditions. The energy level

shift of both, core levels and valence levels, is displayed in

the main diagram. Black solid lines present the global

change in energy levels, while the gray lines show only the

electrostatic potential contribution to the energy level

change. The difference between global change and electro-

static potential contribution can be assigned to a chemical

shift. The direction of energy levels shift in the substrate and

the SnOx layer suggests negative charge displacement44

from Si substrate over the thin, tunnelable SiO2 layer56 into

the SnOx layer. The observed phenomenon is the result of

substrate-layer interaction and the change of the layer’s com-

position. The presence of point defects of different nature in

the vicinity of the SiO2/SnOx interface and SnOx subsurface

area contributes as well. The differences between the valence

level shift and the core level shift (� 0.15 eV) can be

attributed to different defect level impact on the electronic

structure: the core levels are most likely shielded from the

defect levels placed in the band gap below the Fermi level or

just above VB onset. Although the magnitude of the change

is relatively small, analysis of the O 1s and Sn3d/4d core

level shift shows the origin of detected variation to originate

from an alteration of the layer’s internal electronic structure,

i.e., from chemical shift and inherent electrostatic field

across the layer.

Interaction with the environment during the fabrication

process also affects the electronic structure of such layers.

The drastic decrease in carrier concentration can be attrib-

uted to the oxygen uptake from the environment. Surface ox-

idation strongly decreases the layers’ conductivity, reflected

by a drop in carrier concentration.3

In conclusion, utilizing ADXPS, for sol-gel SnO1<x<2

layers of a thickness comparable with the electron attenua-

tion length, the stoichiometry was quantified and electronic

structure was determined. Obtained results indicate the

downward energy levels shift by 0.45 eV in the SnOx layers

at the SiO2/SnOx interface. In combination with detected

upward energy levels shift in the substrate, a negative charge

displacement via the tunnelable oxide layer must be present.

Cumulative result is the carrier concentration gradient from

nearly insulating at the SnOx surface to semiconducting at

the bottom of the SnOx film. Analysis show that the further

development of the used cost-effective technology based on

FIG. 3. Band-like diagram for examined Si/SiO2/SnOx layer structure.

Black solid lines (values) present global change in energy levels, while the

gray lines (values) stand for the electrostatic potential contribution to the

energy level change. The energy distances below the break are not to scale.

Upper panel: Carrier concentration profile, data fitted with a polynomial.
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a single-step process may result in films acting as single

layer p-n-junction. This is of interest for future low-

dimensional electronics and sensor application.
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